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fundamentally deals with the state estimation concerning the
environment. In this situation, the weather conditions emanate
to fulfill the localization and create the research community
to defeat the shortcomings. Almost every place on the earth
experiences the different types of sessional influence on vision
and perception, at least alternative day and night conditions in
the periodic circle. Environmental perception through sensors
is essential for localization, so it is obvious to study the
possible weather variation for the sensors to achieve reliable
autonomy.

Abstract—This study is envisioned for weather invariant localization, but weather invariant localization also depends on
the weather invariant perception. So, as the part of localization
brought to perfection, this work planned to accomplish weather
invariant visual perception, then use that perception for robust
localization. The workflows of this research are divided into
several steps. First, collect some available datasets that covered
road images containing traffic signs and road objects in various
weather conditions, then accumulate those datasets according
to their usefulness and characteristics. Completely new data
labeling is required for the newly accumulated data storehouse
because annotations of the original datasets might differ, and the
new repository requires new labeling according to the desired
output. Until now, for this work, several related datasets have
been collected through online registration into the corresponding
websites. An outline of those datasets is discussed in this work
according to their characteristics. Then future goals of this
preliminary study are outlined and anticipated. After processing
the data, a neural network needs to be trained with this accrued
dataset through transfer learning using the YOLOv3 method,
which is based on the neural network called Darknet-53. Then
the trained weights from YOLOv3 and added new layers will help
detect objects and traffic signs in a weather-consistent manner.
After completing the visual perception, another network will be
trained to perform the visual localization [2]. Then the Kalman
filter/Particle filter will help execute localization through sensors
fusion with Radar data and IMU data besides the camera data.
The two types of localization will aid in comparing the robustness
of weather invariant localization.
Index Terms—autonomous vehicle, visual perception, weather
invariant localization, visual localization, objects detection, traffic
sign detection, deep neural network, data association, Kalman
filter/Particle filter, sensors fusion

Localization based on different types of maps is well studied
[10], which also suffered from dynamic objects and continuous
change in the environment. The problem becomes more severe
due to interrupting the quality of perception in snow, rain, fog,
night light, strong daylight, etc. Due to the sensor’s inability
in adverse weather, it is ubiquitous to fail to detect the lanemark, road-marks, landmarks, roadside units, traffic signs, and
signals. So, it is tempting to focus on overcoming localization
limitations due to natural events like strong daylight, nightlight, rain, and hostile meteorological events like snow, fog,
sand storm, etc. Previously, [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] [7]used reallife road feature datasets collected through various weather
and used them to feed through the neural network to perform
better perception. Moreover, [2] used the data fusion from
a different available online data source, manually selected a
few from the vast dataset, and labeled them according to their
requirement for feeding into the neural network. Furthermore,
[2], [7] also used the mentioned perception for localization.
But, some features are still missing to perform autonomy
robustly extensively.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Autonomous driving added a plume to the autonomous
industry by unfolding a new generation of safe and efficient
transport systems. The autonomous driving community dramatically improved due to progress in computing technology
and cost-efficient sensor production. The quality of autonomy
is divided into six levels and indispensably depends on the
subsystem which satisfies the procedure of autonomy: such as
perception, localization, behavior prediction, planning, control,
etc. Among these, localization is an essential element that

A camera is indispensable for traffic signal detection and
other environmental measurements for localization among
standard sensors. But on the other hand, the camera is the
most vulnerable to various weather conditions. Lidar is also a
notable sensor for the modern self-driving car and becoming
popular due to cost reduction by the advancement of technical
facilities. But it is still costly and easily suffered by snow
or smoke types events. Contrarily, radar is more reliable for
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the less influential by adverse conditions [1], [3].Furthermore,
IMU, GNSS, and Ultrasonic could be useful for consistent
state estimation. Besides typical sensor fusion-based localization through Bayes filters like the Kalman filter and Particle
filter, some researchers [2], [7], [8] [11] proposed deep Learning techniques to improve perception and localization through
the neural network. Previously [2] localized self-driving cars
using visual global localization based on the visual dataset
by the deep neural network. In that work, image data is used
for training the poses and then used to infer the vehicle pose
in a real environment, then [7] proposes a data augmentation
technique to improve the robustness of the neural network.
This work proposes to study localization in a weather invariant manner especially accumulating the weather conditions
such as snow, rain, nightlight, strong daylight, fog, haze,
smog, sand storm, cloud, overcast, sunset, etc., besides typical
weather. According to table-6 proposed in [1], there is still an
undiscovered zone in the combination of snow, nightlight, and
strong daylight for perception even thus vehicle localization.
The primary proposition for this work is to use the online
dataset shared by the previous researchers and merge them
to cover all aspects of weather. Then create a data fusion by
the neural network, and train the model in the environment
[2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. Then use that model for localization
by collecting sensor data from the realistic environment. Even
place recognition-based localization from visual map matching
through the trained network on all-weather conditions could
be applied to a specific real environment [2], [7], [8] [11].
The model will help to recognize the practical environment
for visual localization. So, by following those previous works,
in this work, we can train a neural network for better perception in a weather invariant manner and use that for perfect
localization. Then another localization also could be performed
by the traditional Particle filter/Kalman filter through sensor
fusion [9], [10], and used both to compare the performance of
robustness between them. The feasibility of simulator-based
implementation (CARLA, LGSVL, Autoware) also could be
investigated for localization through the various datasets [12].

(a) snow

(b) rain

(c) overcast

II. DATA C OLLECTION
A. Relevant datasets:
Due to advancements in computational power and storage
facility, deep learning does some remarkable jobs in visual
tasks like scene perception, object detection, 3D geometry
estimation, image segmentation, and many more relevant
works for autonomous driving. The pioneering work like
ImageNet [20] is one of the finest examples of the deep
neural network on visual recognition. Similarly, many datasets
have been proposed to improve visual recognition results
in the last decade. More intensely, if we focused on the
usefulness of similar type datasets in autonomous driving, then
the KITTI [21], Microsoft COCO [22], and Cityscapes [23]
datasets contribute largely to adapting the usefulness of visual
perception in the Autonomous vehicle’s field. Other influential
datasets which are contribute in diversity and quantity of

(d) cloud
Fig. 1. Examples from the Breakly Deep Drive (BDD) dataset, the images are
features various weather characteristic, taken from the New York, Berkeley,
San Francisco, and some other cities of USA [13].
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resources are Camvid [24], Caltech [25], Daimler-CB [26],
CVC [27], NICTA [28], Daimler-DB [29], INRIA [30], ETH
[31], TUDBrussels [32], Leuven [33], Daimler arban segmentation [34], and many more examples enrich the repository.
These datasets are collected and used for various purposes
such as pedestrian classification, pedestrian detection, object
detection, semantic segmentation, etc. This study focuses on
particular datasets containing various weather characteristics to
achieve robust perception in harsh weather. The principal harsh
weather components are snow, rain, fog, haze, smog, strong
daylight, reflective night light, rainy night, sand storm, cloud,
overcast, sunset, shadow, etc. Some datasets worked to cover
these weather characteristics but were limited to a few specific
features independently. Therefore, we cannot concede those
as weather invariant perception and mostly considered namely
useful in harsh weather. So, we have chosen some prosperous
datasets in their feature, usefulness, and weather characteristics
and planned to merge them to cover all features and generate
a fruitful repository to eliminate incompleteness in environmental characteristics. There are ample of dataset available
for harsh weathers such as Radiate [35], EU [36], KAIST
multispectral [37], WildDash [38], Raincouver [39], 4Seasons
[40], Snowy Driving [41], Waymo Open [42], Argoverse [43],
DDD17 [44], D2-City [45], nuScenes [46], CADCD [47],
LIBRE [48], Foggy Cityscape [49], etc. These datasets mostly
contain camera images (some are with LIDAR data) from
various weather characteristics in the real environment. On the
other hand, SYNTHIA [50] and ALSD [51] contain synthetic
images from a computer-generated virtual world with similar
features. Despite the huge progress in the autonomous driving
data field, we have chosen a few particular datasets based on
availability, features and geometrical variation, and a few more
useful weather characteristics combinations. The following
datasets are collected from the websites for further progress
in this work. The data collection process followed the official
rule of data collection for the corresponding resources and
registered on their websites for taking official permission to
use their data in future research.

(a) night in Rome

(b) rain in Leipzig

(c) snow in Ulm

B. Main contributed datasets:
We have focused on camera images for this study because
the camera is the most crucial sensor for environmental scene
perception, especially for traffic sign recognition and object
localization, but it is vulnerable to various weather conditions.
On the other hand, LIDAR is also easily influenced by weather,
so it needs to improve its performance also. Still, recently the
Tesla car company has shown that LIDAR is not that essential
for self-driving cars. Nevertheless, we can add RADAR and
IMU as additional sensors but are not required to improve
those because they are insignificantly influenced by harsh
weather. So, those other sensors could be considered during
sensor fusion for localization. For the camera data, called by
image, the Breakly Deep Drive (BDD) [13] and Eurocity [14]
perform the main contribution to the data association, and
some other datasets also subsidize with less number of images
but with very intensive features for weather characteristics.

(d) fog in Prague
Fig. 2. Examples from the Eurocity dataset, taken from different weathers
and cities from the Europe [14].
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The BDD dataset Contains 100,000 camera images (collected
from driving video) from various cities in the USA, such
as New York, Berkeley, and San Francisco. Besides typical
weather, it contains images with other weather features like
rain, fog, overcast, cloud, snow, and night light, which are
very helpful in training a network for identifying road objects
and several valuable works related to autonomous vehicles.
The dataset annotated every image according to their tasks
and created a benchmark for performing ten tasks mentioned
in their paper are image tagging, lane detection, drivable area
segmentation, road object detection, semantic segmentation,
instance segmentation, multi-object detection tracking, multiobject segmentation tracking, domain adaptation, and imitation
learning. During the training network, they split their dataset
into 70,000 train images and 30,000 test images, then used
Faster R-CNN [52] based on ResNet-50 [53], and evaluated
their results with Microsoft COCO [22]. Another rich dataset
is Eurocity, which contains 47,300 images collected from 31
cities in 12 European countries, characterized for geometrical
varieties and covered various weather categories such as rain,
fog, snow, and night light, besides normal conditions. This
dataset primarily focused on pedestrian detection in traffic
scenes, contains 238,200 persons, and manually labeled them.
A few example images from each dataset are also shown in
this report. The Eurocity person dataset trained their data by
several methods such as R-CNN [54], Faster R-CNN [52],
and SSD [55], which are trained on VGG-16 [56] as their
base network, and YOLOv3 [57] trained with Darknet-53
[57]. A comparison between the results is also shown in the
paper, with several characteristics of the objects present in the
images.

(a) fog

(b) night

C. More useful datasets:
The Adverse Condition Dataset with Correspondance named
by the ACDC dataset [15] comprises 4006 camera images
from four weather conditions: rain, fog, snow, and night.
Even though the tiny amount of images compared to previous
datasets, the ACDC contains all images with any of one
weather feature and equally distributed each thousand for
every characteristic. So, this dataset is more prosperous than
the BDD dataset because BDD contains only 1346 images
covering these four kinds of weather despite their vast elements. The ACDC dataset is annotated with 19 classes with
reliable ground truth and other useful features similar to the
BDD. Each image annotation took 3.3 hours on average, and
semantic segmentation was also available for the dataset. The
paper tested various existing neural networks to compare their
performance on this dataset. Another less component dataset
is the DAWN dataset [16], a short form of ‘Vehicle Detection
in Adverse Weather Nature’ containing just a thousand images
collected through the internet, such as Google search and Bing
search. But chosen under very harsh weather characteristics,
which can be an actual example for training and testing on
real adverse conditions, moreover contains some sand storm
pictures which contribute unique features from others. The
DAWN dataset annotated by LabelMe labeled a total of 7845

(c) rain

(d) snow
Fig. 3.
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Examples from the ACDC dataset [15].

bounding boxes for cars, buses, trucks, motorbikes, bicycles,
pedestrians, and riders. No network training took place for this
dataset. The main characteristic of the ACDC and the DAWN
datasets is they contain only harsh weather conditions, with
no example of a natural weather phenomenon.
D. Additional datasets:
The following additional dataset will be considered if the
previous data augmentation works fine. The Mapillary dataset
[17] collected 25,000 street images from the Mapillary street
view app. The collection was distributed worldwide based on
images taken in the rain, snow, fog, and night condition. So,
this dataset is the most diverse dataset in geographical extent,
which contains various scene perceptions from the world’s
different geometry related to various traffic rules and road
conditions. The images are annotated with 66 object classes
with 37 instance-specific labeled classes. The annotation process took 94 minutes per image, and image segmentation
of the images is also available besides manual annotation.
According to the number of images, Playing for Benchmarks
shortly P.B.F. [18] is the wealthiest dataset containing 254,064
high-resolution image frames from the video dataset. Still, the
photos are taken from the computer-generated virtual world.
Despite its synthetic nature, the images are well performed on
existing neural networks for object detection and present some
remarkable characteristics which are rare to detect from reallife driving. Finally, the ApolloScape dataset [19] is considered
for capturing the driving in strong daylight, which is very
common but unintentionally ignored by most researchers. Still,
these types of environments might arise during the driving. The
dataset contains 143,906 images collected from four regions
in China. Data annotation comprises 35 classes of semantic
labeling, eight classes for semantic 2d instance segmentation,
and many more annotation properties. For example, 70 thousand cars are labeled from more than 20 driving sites.

(a) fog

(b) sand storm

III. F UTURE PLAN
A. Data annotation:
From the above discussion, which is done until now, we
are realized that datasets and their elements are profuse
now, but every single dataset is annotated according to their
requirements and also fails to cover all aspects of weather
conditions from a unique study. So, an avaricious target is
selecting some useful images and merging them to cover
all aspects of the weather invariant dataset for feeding into
neural network training. But, the main challenge of this plan
is the precise and useful annotation for the new dataset.
The ACDC mentioned that their labeling process took 3.3
hours on average, whereas the Mapillary dataset took 94
minutes for each image. Contrarily, P.B.F contains more than
254 thousand images, which is impossible to annotate by
following those methods. The different datasets use different
workflow to annotate their dataset, so it is impossible to merge
their labeling. Therefore, we need to find a quick and useful
method for annotating the integrated data according to our
requirements. Before that, understanding each dataset with its

(c) rain

(d) snow storm
Fig. 4.
Examples from the DAWN dataset, covers some stormy harsh
weathers [16].
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labeling process and network training is also required; even the
performance of individual structures also needs to be studied
further. Then a perfect methodology could be applied for data
association.
B. Neural Network:
After data association and annotation for object localization
and tracking and traffic scene perception, a neural network
should be trained through transfer learning using the prepared dataset. The training process will be performed on the
TensorFlow and Keras platform available in the python programming, and YOLOv3 should train some additional layers
with new data. The visual perception will not be exposed for
every possible network exploitation, just customized to a few
fundamental outputs like object detection and tracking, traffic
sign detection, etc. For testing the performance of perception,
other datasets could be used and compared the result with
their performance on their trained network over that particular
dataset. The useful study like image segmentation, drivable
path detection, lane detection, and others are required or
not is still under consideration and depends on usefulness to
localization.

(a) night

C. Localization:
After finishing the visual perception part, the localization
will be performed as visual localization, traditional filter-based
localization, or the perception result could contribute more
additional plans for robust localization. Practically another
network will be conducted the visual localization, which is
trained for pose estimation [2]. The pose estimation mainly
predicts the labeled coordinate from the corresponding image
associated with a prior map and pose matching from that
practical scene. Additional sensors besides camera data could
be incorporated for traditional localization, reliable sensors
such as Radar and IMU with other possibilities. So, in the
final stage, a comparison between two types of localization
could be a valuable feature for anticipating the future of deep
learning-based localization versus robotics-based localization.
In addition, simulator-based localization proposed by [12]
could be a candidate for this race.

(b) fog

(c) snow

IV. C ONCLUSION
The workflow of this study is divided into five-step to
fulfill the requirements of weather invariant perception and
localization. First is collecting appropriate data from the reallife environment, which is a time-consuming and laborious
task. So, there is an alternative to collect data from available
online resources and open datasets shared by the previous researchers to help the autonomous driving community. The data
collection mainly focused on various weather characteristics
to cover all types of seasons and natural events. This weather
characteristic could impose on practical driving in any part
of the world. Second, the association of collected data in a
useful manner and annotate those according to the requirement
of output, then prepare for feeding in the neural network for

(d) rain
Fig. 5.

Examples from the Mapillary dataset [17].
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training. The data annotation is the most challenging part of
this work because every dataset is annotated in its style and
output requirements. So, manual annotation is required during
data association for creating a new repository. Third, training
the neural network for visual perception which is the foremost
goal of this work. After that, use the trained network and the
weights for visual perception in the real environment and use
that perception for weather invariant visual localization. Then
finally, the traditional method such as the Kalman filter/Particle
filter will accomplish the localization through environment
perception and sensor fusion to compare the performance of
visual localization.
The operational plan proposed in this study is not finished
yet. The data collection and characteristics description of those
datasets are shown, and the data association and preparation
are ongoing. Then the network training, visual localization,
and filter-based localization will be performed soon after
getting the results of the weather invariant perception.

(a) rain
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